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DO
NOT
COPY

Dewayne and Nikki are waiting for the school bus
in a neighborhood near you...
Look! Over
there!

Get out of the
street! Here comes
the school bus!

STOP-KAT,
they are so
busy playing they
don’t hear Nikki
and Dewayne
warning them
to get back
on the
sidewalk.

Those kids are playing
too near the street!

I’ll bet you can’t kick
this soda-can before I
can kick it!

DO
NOT
COPY
You’re
too slow!
Now I’ve
got the
can!

Not for
long! Now
I’ve got it
back!

Watch me kick the
can without half trying!

Get off the road.
The bus driver might
not see you!

The boy is directly
in front of the oncoming bus,
Safe-Kit. I’ll Stop the bus. Use
your Super-Safe speed
to get him back
to the curb!
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The alert Driver sees the boy
and STOP_KAT!

Why is STOP-KAT
in front of my bus shining
Stop-Lights at me? OH NO!
There’s a boy in the street. I
must do an Emergency
STOP!!!

WHEW!
Just in
time! What
was that
noise?
Good Job!
He’s safe!

We saved you!

WOW! Look
how those back
packs were
crushed by
the bus!
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Rather those
packs than you!

What can
we do to be
safe school
bus riders?

Only the
book-bags were
run over.

Now, that is a very important
question. Read on to learn how to
be safe school bus riders!
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Be Careful to Avoid DANGER ZONES Around Your Bus
Hello!
I’m Nikki!

Always
wait for the
driver to be
on the bus
and say when
to get on
the bus.

This green area
I’m on is the safest way to
walk up to get safely on to
your bus.
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Circle [T] for True or [F] for False for each Danger-Zone rule;

1. [T] or [F]; It is safe to approach the bus where the
Driver cannot see you.
2. [T] or [F]; Always approach the bus from the door
side where the Bus Driver can see you!
3. [T] or [F]; It is okay to get on a bus with no Bus
Driver on it.
4. [T] or [F]; Danger Zones are the safest path to walk
up to the bus door.
5. [T] or [F]; Walk around the crossing arm so the
Driver can see you.
6. [T] or [F]; Always get on the bus before the Driver
Always approach
sees you get on.
the bus from the door side
7. [T] or [F]; Always stay on the safe walking area to
where the bus driver can
get on the bus.
see you!
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All
NC Bus
Drivers will now
use these hand
signals to guide
you safely to
go across
the bus.
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Always
follow
these
steps...
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The bus driver is checking
for safe crossing.

DO
NOT
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It is now safe
to cross.

Now cross in this
direction in front
of the bus.
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Stay 12 Feet Away from the Curb or Road Where the Bus Stops
The safest distance
while waiting for the bus is to
stay 6 giant kid steps (12 feet)
away from the road.
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Try to avoid
standing or walking
in high water or
too close to
bushes and
trees.

Stand on
high ground so you
can see what is
around you.

Pick the correct answer;
1. The correct safe distance from the road waiting for
your bus is; A) 6 feet B) 8 feet
C) 12 feet
2. How many steps are a safe distance from the road?
A) 2 giant steps B) 4 giant steps C) 6 giant steps
3. Where should you try to stand while waiting for your
bus? A) In standing water B) On high ground or
C) In bushes or trees
4. Don’t move toward the bus until it stops and you see
what? A) Sunny skies B) the Bus Driver’s eyes
C) other kids on the bus
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Please stay
off the road when
waiting for your
bus!
Always wait for
the bus driver’s
signal before you
walk towards the
bus and to get on
the bus.
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Be Careful to Avoid DANGER ZONES Around Your Bus

Hello!
I’m Nikki!

Always
wait for the
driver to be
on the bus
and say when
to get on
the bus.

This green area
I’m on is the safest way to
walk up to get safely on to
your bus.
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Circle [T] for True or [F] for False for each Danger-Zone rule;

1. [T] or [F]; It is safe to approach the bus where the
Driver cannot see you.
2. [T] or [F]; Always approach the bus from the door
side where the Bus Driver can see you!
3. [T] or [F]; It is okay to get on a bus with no Bus
Driver on it.
4. [T] or [F]; Danger Zones are the safest path to walk
up to the bus door.
5. [T] or [F]; Walk around the crossing arm so the
Driver can see you.
6. [T] or [F]; Always get on the bus before the Driver
Always approach
sees you get on.
the bus from the door side
7. [T] or [F]; Always stay on the safe walking area to
where the bus driver can
get on the bus.
see you!
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Please be
patient with bus
riders who may
have difficulty
walking.
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Don’t push
or rush them
to get
on or off
the
bus.
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Can you find the missing words from the
above Rules?
1. ________________ be ____________
or ____________ to the bus driver.
2. Quickly get __________ and always try
to _________ your seat ___________
with other bus riders.
1. ___________ report __________to
an adult you ______________.
1. If at anytime you ____________ or
_________ someone on purpose, you will be
__________ like a bully.
2. Always ______________ to
______________ conflict on the
____________.

Let’s all
get along on
the bus!
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It’s the
right thing to
do, to be
one of our
Stop-Kat , SafeKit and the School Bus
Safety Book are the explicit Copyright of
Frank A Jones Jr. (A Dream Company)
2015 at www.safe4allkids.com

In case of an Emergency, you may have to leave the bus
through the back door of the bus. Never open it unless
told to do so by your Driver, or in an emergency.

During
the school
year, your bus
driver will show
you how to exit
safely from
the bus.

I’m like all of
your Bus Drivers.
I want all of you,
our Bus Riders, to
be safe on our
School bus.
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Sometimes, only

you can help to keep

everyone safe on
our bus. If you ever
see any student with
a weapon, please let
me or your Principal
or your Teacher

know right away.

Watch
your step
and look
both ways
when getting
on and
off the
bus.

9
Step
down off the
bus. Do not
jump off
the bus!

Dewayne and Nikki are waiting for the school bus
in a neighborhood near you...
Look! Over
there!

Get out of the
street! Here comes
the school bus!

STOP-KAT,
they are so
busy playing they
don’t hear Nikki
and Dewayne
warning them
to get back
on the
sidewalk.

Those kids are playing
too near the street!

I’ll bet you can’t kick
this soda-can before I
can kick it!
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You’re
too slow!
Now I’ve
got the
can!

Not for
long! Now
I’ve got it
back!

Watch me kick the
can without half trying!

Get off the road.
The bus driver might
not see you!

The boy is directly
in front of the oncoming bus,
Safe-Kit. I’ll Stop the bus. Use
your Super-Safe speed
to get him back
to the curb!
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The alert Driver sees the boy
and STOP_KAT!

Why is STOP-KAT
in front of my bus shining
Stop-Lights at me? OH NO!
There’s a boy in the street. I
must do an Emergency
STOP!!!

WHEW!
Just in
time! What
was that
noise?
Good Job!
He’s safe!

We saved you!

WOW! Look
how those back
packs were
crushed by
the bus!
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Rather those
packs than you!

What can
we do to be
safe school
bus riders?

Only the
book-bags were
run over.

Now, that is a very important
question. Read on to learn how to
be safe school bus riders!
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